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Purpose:

To assess the value of baseline and restaging fluorine 18 (18F)
fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography
(PET) radiomics in predicting pathologic complete response
to neoadjuvant chemotherapy and radiation therapy (NCRT)
in patients with locally advanced esophageal cancer.

Materials and
Methods:

In this retrospective study, 73 patients with histologic analysis–
confirmed T1/N1–3/M0 or T2–4a/N0–3/M0 esophageal cancer were treated with NCRT followed by surgery (Chemoradiotherapy for Esophageal Cancer followed by Surgery Study
regimen) between October 2014 and August 2017. Clinical
variables and radiomic features from baseline and restaging
18
F-FDG PET were selected by univariable logistic regression
and least absolute shrinkage and selection operator. The selected variables were used to fit a multivariable logistic regression model, which was internally validated by using bootstrap
resampling with 20 000 replicates. The performance of this
model was compared with reference prediction models composed of maximum standardized uptake value metrics, clinical
variables, and maximum standardized uptake value at baseline NCRT radiomic features. Outcome was defined as complete versus incomplete pathologic response (tumor regression grade 1 vs 2–5 according to the Mandard classification).

Results:

Pathologic response was complete in 16 patients (21.9%)
and incomplete in 57 patients (78.1%). A prediction model
combining clinical T-stage and restaging NCRT (post-NCRT)
joint maximum (quantifying image orderliness) yielded an
optimism-corrected area under the receiver operating characteristics curve of 0.81. Post-NCRT joint maximum was replaceable with five other redundant post-NCRT radiomic features that provided equal model performance. All reference
prediction models exhibited substantially lower discriminatory accuracy.

Conclusion:

The combination of clinical T-staging and quantitative assessment of post-NCRT 18F-FDG PET orderliness (joint maximum)
provided high discriminatory accuracy in predicting pathologic complete response in patients with esophageal cancer.
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eoadjuvant chemotherapy and radiation therapy (NCRT) followed
by esophagectomy is the common standard treatment of resectable
locally advanced esophageal cancer
(1,2). Pathologic complete response after NCRT is generally achieved in 25%–
42% of patients with esophageal cancer
and is accompanied with a lower rate of
recurrence and longer survival (1,3–6).
Some patients without gross residual
tumor at restaging evaluation (ie, clinical complete response) may benefit
from a so-called wait-and-see policy.
However, improving the identification
of complete responders is required to
omit surgery after NCRT on an individualized basis. The current standard
method to predict response to NCRT
is the semiquantitative measurement
of temporal change in maximum standardized uptake value between baseline
NCRT (pre-NCRT) and restaging NCRT
(post-NCRT) fluorine 18 (18F) fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission
tomography (PET) (7), however, this
value yields an insufficient sensitivity

Implications for Patient Care
nn Primary tumor invasion depth
and a radiomic feature (quantifying image orderliness) derived
from fluorine 18 (18F) fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET images
yielded good performance to predict pathologic complete versus
incomplete response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy and radiation
therapy (NCRT) in esophageal
cancer.
nn Six different radiomics parameters derived from 18F-FDG PET
images were interchangeable,
providing equally good predictive
performance to predict pathologic complete versus incomplete
response in combination with
depth of esophageal carcinoma
invasion.
nn A prediction model combining
radiomic features and tumor invasion depth may guide the
decision on whether surgery
could be omitted after NCRT in
patients with esophageal cancer.
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and specificity of 67% and 68%, respectively (8). One of the reasons for
this inadequate performance may be
that maximum standardized uptake
value is a single-voxel representation
that is susceptible to noise artifacts (9).
Moreover, maximum standardized uptake value ignores the intratumoral 18FFDG spatial distribution and does not
represent the overall tumor burden.
Intratumoral heterogeneity is present
in nearly all esophageal tumors and it
has been hypothesized (10) that high
intratumoral 18F-FDG uptake heterogeneity before NCRT, usually because of
hypoxia, is associated with an impaired
tumor response to NCRT.
Radiomics extracts a large number
of quantitative imaging features from
medical images and may improve image
interpretation by acquiring in vivo tumor information. In earlier studies (11–
17), 18F-FDG PET radiomic features
that quantified geometric, intensity, and
textural (18F-FDG spatial distribution)
characteristics of tumors exhibited
higher diagnostic accuracies than the
maximum standardized uptake value
for prediction of response in patients
with esophageal cancer. Acquiring both
pre-NCRT and post-NCRT 18F-FDG PET
images enables close follow-up of tumor
response during treatment. Changes
in radiomic features during treatment
may reflect changes in intratumoral 18FFDG heterogeneity and tumor phenotype. Changes in radiomic features have
shown (11–13,16,18) promising results
for prediction of response in patients
with esophageal cancer.
The aim of our study was to assess
the value of radiomic features extracted
from baseline and restaging 18F-FDG
PET scans in prediction of pathologic
complete response to NCRT in patients
with locally advanced esophageal cancer.

Materials and Methods
This retrospective study was conducted
according to the national Dutch guidelines for retrospective studies and rules
of the local institutional ethical board,
and the need to obtain informed consent was waived. Patients were eligible for inclusion if they had locally

advanced (T1, N1–3, M0; or T2–4a,
N0–3, M0) esophageal cancer and
were treated with NCRT (Chemoradiotherapy for Esophageal cancer followed
by Surgery Study regimen [known as
CROSS]) followed by esophagectomy
with a two-field lymph node dissection
in the University Medical Center Groningen (Groningen, the Netherlands) between October 2014 and August 2017
(1). Excluded from the analyses were
patients with missing data, those with
18
F-FDG PET/computed tomography
(CT) scans performed in other medical
centers, those with tumors that were
not 18F-FDG avid, and those with distant metastases found before or during
surgery. Overall, the following 73 patients (mean age, 64.4 years 6 8.3; age
range, 42–83 years) were consecutively
included: 58 men (mean age, 64.0 years
6 7.8; age range, 51–81 years) and 15
women (mean age, 65.7 years 6 9.9;
age range, 42–83 years). Clinical data
were obtained from a prospectively
maintained database (Table 1). Twenty-two patients were reported in an earlier article (15). Our study can be considered as a continuation of this earlier
article in which only radiomic features
derived from baseline 18F-FDG PET/
CT scans were analyzed (15), whereas
in this study we analyzed radiomic
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Table 1
Patient and Tumor Characteristics
Characteristics
Sex
Male
Female
Median age (y)*
Histologic analysis result
Adenocarcinoma
Squamous cell carcinoma
Tumor location
Middle esophagus
Distal esophagus/GEJ
Median tumor length (cm)*
Clinical T-stage
T2
T3
T4a
Clinical N-stage
N0
N1
N2
N3
No. of chemotherapy cycles
2
3
4
5
Radicality
R0
R1
Mandard tumor regression grade
1
2
3
4
5

Patients
(n = 73)
58 (79.5)
15 (20.5)
63.0
(59.0–69.0)
65 (89.0)
8 (11.0)
9 (12.3)
64 (87.7)
6.0
(5.0–9.0)
9 (12.3)
59 (80.8)
5 (6.8)
15 (20.5)
32 (43.8)
22 (30.1)
4 (5.5)
1 (1.4)
1 (1.4)
12 (16.4)
59 (80.8)
70 (95.9)
3 (4.1)
16 (21.9)
19 (26.0)
23 (31.5)
14 (19.2)
1 (1.4)

Note.—Unless otherwise indicated, data are number of
patients and data in parentheses are percentages.
Radicality refers to histologic complete resection. GEJ =
gastroesophageal junction, R0 = microscopically radical
resection, R1 = microscopically irradical (ie, histologic
noncomplete resection) resection/circumferential
resection margin greater than 1 mm.
*Data in parentheses are interquartile range.

features derived from both baseline and
restaging 18F-FDG PET scans.
Staging consisted of 64 multi–detector row CT of the thorax and abdomen,
18
F-FDG PET/CT, and endoscopic ultrasonography with fine-needle aspiration,
Radiology: Volume 287: Number 3—June 2018
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if indicated. After staging, we discussed
all patients in our multidisciplinary upper gastrointestinal tumor board. All
patients were treated with NCRT according to the CROSS regimen consisting of carboplatin (2 mg ∙ min ∙ mL21)
and paclitaxel (50 mg/m2) in five cycles
combined with 41.4 Gy in 23 fractions.
All patients were restaged with 18FFDG PET/CT approximately 6–8 weeks
after NCRT. Surgery consisted of either
open or minimally invasive transthoracic esophagectomy combined with a
two-field lymph node dissection. Two
experienced gastrointestinal pathologists (one of whom was G.K.U., with
more than 10 years of experience) determined tumor response to NCRT according to the Mandard tumor regression grade (19), which was considered
the standard. This five-point scoring
system classifies the percentage of residual vital tumor cells and the degree
of NCRT-induced fibrosis. Response was
categorized into pathologic complete
response (tumor regression grade 1)
versus pathologic incomplete response
(tumor regression grade 2–5). Because
the clinical relevance of categorizing response into pathologic good response
(tumor regression grade 1–2) versus
poor response (tumor regression grade
3–5) remains unclear, this distinction
was not made.
Integrated baseline and restaging
18
F-FDG PET/CT (Biograph mCT-64
PET/CT; Siemens, Knoxville, Tenn)
scans were performed. Patients were
instructed to fast except for the consumption of water for at least 6 hours
before administration of 3 MBq/kg
18
F-FDG. Serum glucose levels were
evaluated just before tracer injection.
Sixty minutes after tracer injection,
continuous breathing low-dose CT images (80–120 kV; 20–35 mAs; and
5-mm section thickness) for viewing
anatomic structures and PET images
were acquired with the patient positioned in radiation treatment planning
position. PET images were obtained
with 2–3 minutes per bed position in
three-dimensional setting. Images were
reconstructed according to the European Association of Nuclear Medicine
guidelines (20) by using a time-of-flight
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iterative reconstruction method (three
iterations; 21 subsets; and voxel size,
3.1819 3 3.1819 3 2 mm) with pointspread-function correction. Images
were corrected for random coincidences, scatter, and attenuation, and
were smoothed with a Gaussian filter of
6.5 mm in full-width at half-maximum.

Volume-of-Interest Delineation
On the basis of the radiotherapeutic
gross tumor volume, which was manually delineated by an expert radiation
oncologist (V.E.M.M.) in gastrointestinal malignancies, the volume of interest
was defined. The gross tumor volume
was rigidly co-registered to the CT
component of the baseline and restaging PET/CT images (RTx Workstation
1.0; Mirada Medical, Oxford, England).
Because registration errors could occur,
the volume of interest was manually
corrected after consensus of the collaborating investigators. The post-NCRT
delineation included the pre-NCRT localization of the primary tumor, and
was adjusted manually to compensate
for regression of the tumor size.
Predictors and Radiomic Feature
Extraction
We analyzed the following clinical parameters: sex, age, histologic analysis
result, tumor location, tumor length,
clinical T-stage, and clinical N-stage.
Moreover, we extracted a total of 113
radiomic features from both pre-NCRT
and post-NCRT PET images. Software
was developed in-house with Matlab
2014b (Mathworks, Natick, Mass) for
feature extraction and image processing (21). We extracted 19 morphologic
features, two local intensity features,
18 statistical features, and 62 textural
features (25 gray-level co-occurrence–
based features, 16 gray-level run-length–
based features, 16 gray-level size-zone–
based features, and five neighborhood
gray-tone difference–based features).
Among these radiomic features were
the following five traditional radiomic
features: volume, maximum standardized uptake value, peak standardized
uptake value, mean standardized uptake
value, and total lesion glycolysis (tumor
volume multiplied by mean standardized
985
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of one). The 13 different gray-level
co-occurrence matrices and gray-level
run-length matrices along each angular
direction were merged into combined
matrices before feature extraction.

∆-NCRT radiomic feature =
postNCRT radiomic feature − preNCRT radiomic feature
× 100%,
preNCRT radiomic feature

uptake value). For each of these
radiomic features, the relative difference between pre-NCRT and postNCRT 18F-FDG PET was calculated
according to the following equation:
where Δ-NCRT is the relative difference
between pre-NCRT and post-NCRT 18FFDG PET. Furthermore, eight bin-tobin histogram distances and four crossbin histogram distances were selected,
which quantified the perceived similarity in intensity distribution between the
pre-NCRT and post-NCRT PET images.
18
F-FDG uptake was converted to
standardized uptake value and was corrected for the serum glucose level (20).

Original voxel dimensions were up-sampled to isotropic voxel-dimensions of 2
3 2 3 2 mm by using trilinear spline
interpolation. Voxels, enclosed for 50%
or greater coverage, were included to
the up-sampled volume of interest.
Textural features were extracted from
discretized image stacks to reduce the
continuous-scaled standardized uptake
value to a limited number of gray levels
and to reduce image noise. Voxels were
discretized in 0.5 g/mL increments starting at a minimum of 0 g/mL. Images
were analyzed in three dimensions with
a connectivity of 26 voxels (13 angular
directions and a pixel-to-pixel distance

Figure 1

Figure 1: Correlation matrix of all radiomic features that positively (Spearman r . 0.9) or negatively
(Spearman r , 20.9) correlated with restaging NCRT joint maximum. All mentioned radiomic features were
extracted from restaging NCRT imaging. The bar represents Spearman correlation.
986

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with
Matlab 2014b (Mathworks) and R 3.2.2
open-source software (Comprehensive
R Archive Network, http://www.r-project.org). Radiomic features were tested
for their robustness to delineation variations. Therefore, two additional segmentations were created by morphologic dilation with two ball-shaped structuring
elements with radii of 1 and 2 voxels.
The reliability of ratings was measured
by the intraclass correlation coefficient.
Only radiomic features that had an excellent reliability (intraclass correlation
coefficient, .0.75) at both the baseline
and the restaging measurements were
considered robust. Furthermore, all
predictors were tested in a univariable
logistic regression with a significance
level a of 0.157 according to the Akaike
Information Criterion requiring x2 . 2 ∙
df, where df is degrees of freedom.
Only robust predictors and predictors significant at univariable logistic regression were introduced to a
least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator for variable selection. The
least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator shrinks estimated regression
coefficients and excludes variables by
forcing certain coefficients to become 0
to reduce overfitting (Appendix E1 [online]). Logistic regression models were
fitted with the selected variables.
The final model was tested for multicollinearity, as quantified by a variance inflation factor greater than four.
The goodness-of-fit of each model was
evaluated with the 2-log likelihood, the
Akaike information criterion, and the
Nagelkerke R2. Each model was quantified in terms of discrimination with the
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve and the discrimination
slope and quantified in terms of calibration by using the slope and intercept
of calibration plots and the HosmerLemeshow test. Because the models are
trained and tested on the same dataset,
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model was compared on these terms
with six reference prediction models.
On the basis of an earlier published article (15), six reference prediction models
were constructed composed of preNCRT maximum standardized uptake
value (model 1); post-NCRT maximum
standardized uptake value (model 2);
relative difference between pre-NCRT
and post-NCRT 18F-FDG PET maximum standardized uptake value (model
3); clinical T-stage (model 4); clinical
T-stage and histologic confirmation
(model 5); and clinical T-stage, histologic analysis result, and pre-NCRT longrun low-gray-level emphasis (model 6).

Figure 2

Results
All patients underwent the full dose
of radiation therapy and 72 patients
(97.2%) underwent four or five cycles
of chemotherapy (Table 1). All volumes
of interest had a minimum volume of
10 cm3 as required for textural analysis
to provide valuable complementary information (22). The median overall tumor volume before treatment was 52.1
cm3 (interquartile range, 43.8 cm3)
and decreased to 41.8 cm3 (interquartile range, 25.6 cm3) at the restaging
PET scan. Of all patients, 16 patients
(21.9%) obtained a pathologic complete response, whereas 57 patients
(78.1%) obtained a pathologic incomplete response.

Figure 2: Representative transaxial baseline neoadjuvant chemotherapy and radiation therapy (NCRT;
pre-NCRT ) and restaging NCRT (post-NCRT ) images and corresponding values of six radiomic features of a
pathologic complete responder (Mandard tumor regression grade 1) and a pathologic incomplete responder
(Mandard tumor regression grade 5). At diagnosis, the patient who had a pathologic complete response had
a T2, N0, M0 adenocarcinoma of the distal esophagus, and the patient who had a pathologic incomplete
response had a T3, N0, M0 adenocarcinoma of the distal esophagus. For the patient with a pathologic
complete response, joint maximum (JM) and angular second moment (ASM) initially showed high values that
increased even more after NCRT, whereas median absolute deviation (MAD), joint entropy (JE), sum entropy
(SE), and inverse variance (IV ) initially showed low values which decreased even more after NCRT. An inverse
trend applied for the pathologic incomplete responder.

these performance measures may potentially be optimistic. To adjust for this
optimism, the models were internally
validated by bootstrap resampling with
Radiology: Volume 287: Number 3—June 2018
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20 000 replicates, yielding optimismcorrected Nagelkerke R2 and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. The constructed prediction
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Model Construction
Of all studied radiomic features, 86
features were robust for delineation
variations, including all traditional radiomic features (exhibiting intraclass
correlation coefficients, .0.94). Of
these robust radiomic features, 22
pre-NCRT radiomic features, 45 postNCRT radiomic features, 34 radiomic
features that showed relative difference
between pre-NCRT and post-NCRT 18FFDG PET, and 11 histogram distances
were significant at univariable logistic
regression analysis (Table E1 [online]).
Of the studied clinical parameters, we
found a significant association between
pathologic complete response and histologic analysis result (P = .01), clinical
N-stage (P , .01), and clinical T-stage
987

988

1.00
22.92

20.71

0.94

0.38

.06

.30
,.01

.05
0.37
0.74

0.93
1.00
22.71

.09
0.41
20.68

0.92
1.00
22.70

.12
0.44
20.68

0.91
1.00
22.76
.27
0.68
.03

20.74

0.90
1.00
22.78
0.95
0.38
1.00
22.81
0.83

Note.—All reported radiomic features were measured at restaging NCRT PET imaging. SE = standard error.

0.87
0.90
.30
,.01
0.85
0.88
.31
,.01
0.84
0.85
,.001
,.01
0.29
21.27
,.001
,.01
0.28
21.27
,.001
,.01
0.28
21.28

Intercept
Clinical T-stage
T2
T3 and T4a
Joint maximum
Median absolute
deviation
Joint entropy
Sum entropy
Angular second
moment
Inverse variance

SE
SE
SE
SE
P Value
SE
Parameter

Regression
Coefficient
Estimate

SE

P Value

Regression
Coefficient
Estimate

Model 8
Model 7

Estimated Regression Coefficients of Prediction Models 7–12

Table 2

Regression
Coefficient
Estimate

Model 9

P Value

Regression
Coefficient
Estimate

Model 10

P Value

Regression
Coefficient
Estimate

Model 11

P Value

Regression
Coefficient
Estimate

Model 12

P Value
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(P = .10). Of the traditional radiomic
features, overall tumor volume was
significant at both pre-NCRT (P = .03)
and post-NCRT (P = .03) 18F-FDG PET,
whereas total lesion glycolysis was only
significant at post-NCRT 18F-FDG PET
(P = .01). These variables were introduced to the least absolute shrinkage
and selection operator regularization
process. Least absolute shrinkage and
selection operator selected clinical Tstage and post-NCRT joint maximum,
which was derived from the gray-level
co-occurrence matrix. The joint maximum is the probability corresponding
to the most common gray-level co-occurrence in the gray-level co-occurrence matrix. Clinical T-stage and postNCRT joint maximum were introduced
to a logistic regression analysis (model
7). Minimal effects of multicollinearity
within the model were found, as quantified by variance inflation factors of
1.01 and 1.01 for the variable clinical
T-stage and post-NCRT joint maximum,
respectively.
High positive (Spearman r . 0.90)
or negative (Spearman r , 20.90)
correlations were found between postNCRT joint maximum and five other
radiomic features (Fig 1), including the
post-NCRT median absolute deviation
(Spearman r = 20.90) and the 4-Gylevel co-occurrence matrix-derived features post-NCRT joint entropy (Spearman r = 20.91), post-NCRT sum
entropy (Spearman r = 20.92), postNCRT angular second moment (Spearman r = 0.98), and post-NCRT inverse
variance (Spearman r = 20.91). We
tested whether these radiomic features were redundant in a multivariable regression analysis by exchanging
joint maximum by each of these five
radiomic features and to refit the respective logistic regression models
(models 8–12). In Figure 2, representative pre-NCRT and post-NCRT 18FFDG PET images and corresponding
values of these six radiomic features
are provided for a pathologic complete
responder and a pathologic incomplete
responder. The regression coefficients
of models 1–3 and models 7–12 are
shown in Table E2 (online) and Table 2,
respectively.
radiology.rsna.org
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Table 3
Estimates of Model Performance for Prediction Models of Stages M1–11
Goodness-of-Fit
22 Log
Parameter Likelihood
Model 1 76.53
Model 2 76.66
Model 3 73.83
Model 4 61.52
Model 5 57.83
Model 6 52.69
Model 7 56.10
Model 8 59.88
Model 9 58.79
Model 10 58.34
Model 11 57.14
Model 12 57.58

Discrimination

Calibration

Akaike
Information
Criterion

Nagelkerke R 2

AUC

Discrimination
Slope

Intercept

Slope

80.53
80.66
77.83
65.52
63.83
60.69
62.10
65.88
64.79
64.34
63.14
63.58

0.01
0.00
0.06
0.29
0.35
0.43
0.38
0.32
0.34
0.34
0.36
0.36

0.50
0.34
0.43
0.70
0.75
0.73
0.82
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.82
0.81

20.01
20.01
0.03
0.20
0.25
0.32
0.27
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.26
0.25

20.42
23.40
0.93
20.53
20.19
20.26
20.17
20.18
20.17
20.16
20.17
20.18

0.59
21.59
2.08
0.79
0.86
0.80
0.87
0.86
0.88
0.88
0.87
0.85

Validation

Hosmer-Lemeshow
P Value
.05
.17
..999
.29
.78
.68
.92
.92
.77
.32

Internal Validated Internal
Nagelkerke R 2
Validated AUC
0
20.06
0.01
0.19
0.30
0.33
0.33
0.26
0.29
0.30
0.32
0.30

0.47
0.31
0.41
0.67
0.74
0.70
0.81
0.76
0.77
0.77
0.81
0.80

Note.—AUC = area under the receiver operating characteristic, model 1 = pre-NCRT SUVmax, model 2 = post-NCRT SUVmax, model 3 = relative difference between pre-NCRT and post-NCRT 18F-FDG
PET SUVmax, model 4 = clinical T-stage, model 5 = clinical T-stage and histologic analysis result, model 6 = clinical T-stage and histologic analysis result and pre-NCRT long-run low-gray-level
emphasis, model 7 = clinical T-stage and post-NCRT joint maximum, model 8 = clinical T-stage and post-NCRT median absolute deviation, model 9 = clinical T-stage and post-NCRT joint entropy,
model 10 = clinical T-stage and post-NCRT sum entropy, model 11 = clinical T-stage and post-NCRT angular second moment, model 12 = clinical T-stage and post-NCRT inverse variance, post-NCRT
= restaging NCRT, pre-NCRT = baseline NCRT, SUVmax = maximum standardized uptake value.

Model Performance
The performance measures of models
7–12 are shown in Table 3. Model 7
exhibited the following goodness-of-fit
metrics: a 22 log likelihood of 56.10, an
Akaike information criterion of 62.10,
and a Nagelkerke R2 of 0.32. The model
had a good discriminatory accuracy,
with an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.82 and a
discrimination slope of 0.27. The model
was well calibrated, with an intercept of
20.17, a slope of 0.87, and a HosmerLemeshow P value of .78 (Fig 3). After
internal validation, the Nagelkerke R2 and
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve slightly decreased to 0.33
and 0.81, respectively. Models 1–5 all
exhibited worse goodness-of-fit, discrimination, and calibration compared with
model 7. Model 6 had a better goodnessof-fit than model 7, however, this was not
reflected by a higher discriminatory accuracy and a better calibration. The model
performances of 7–12 were relatively
consistent, though model 7 did exhibit
the best goodness-of-fit and discrimination, which also persisted after internal
validation. Although models 9–10 had a
Radiology: Volume 287: Number 3—June 2018
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slightly better calibration than model 7,
the calibrations of models 7–12 were also
relatively consistent.

Discussion
Clinical evaluation of response to NCRT
is important for patients who have potentially curable locally advanced esophageal
cancer for exploring future personalized
treatment and for prediction of prognostic outcome. Recently, response increasingly was defined on the basis of tumor
biology rather than on tumor morphologic analysis by using Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (23,24).
Image quantification with radiomics is
an emerging noninvasive approach to
predict survival outcome and response
in cancer treatment. In our study, we
constructed a prediction model on the
basis of clinical evaluation of tumor invasion depth (T-stage) and post-NCRT joint
maximum. Joint maximum is a measure
of orderliness, quantifying the systematic
arrangement of voxel intensity differences. Joint entropy and angular second
moment are other radiomic features
that are measures of image orderliness.

radiology.rsna.org

High values of joint maximum and angular second moment occur in orderly images, whereas large joint entropy values
indicate disorder. For each increase
in joint maximum, the odds of pathologic complete response increases by a
Coef joint maximum
factor of e
= e 0.83 = 2.3,
where e is the Euler number and Coefis the regression coefficient esjointmaximum
timate of the joint maximum. In accordance with our expectations, this would
mean that higher post-NCRT 18F-FDG
PET orderliness increases the probability for achieving pathologic complete
response.
The final prediction model was superior compared with the reference
prediction models composed of conventional maximum standardized uptake
value measurements (models 1–3) and
clinical parameters (models 4–5). Moreover, it demonstrated a higher discriminatory accuracy than did the reference
model, consisting of clinical parameters
along with a pre-NCRT radiomic feature
(models 6), which suggested the higher
potential of post-NCRT radiomic features in predicting pathologic complete
response in patients with esophageal
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Figure 3

Figure 3: Calibration plots of models 7–12 referring to the agreement between the predicted probability of pathologic complete response by models 7–12 and the
true (observed) probability of pathologic complete response (solid line). The dashed line indicates perfect calibration.

cancer. This higher discriminatory accuracy was retained when post-NCRT joint
maximum was exchanged by one of the
correlated radiomic features. Predictions
on the basis of relative differences of radiomic features and histogram distances
were clinically not relevant.
Over the years, numerous radiomic
features were reported as promising. To
validate whether these radiomic features
also provide complementary clinical value
in external cohorts, pooling those results
is required. In a systematic Medline database search, we found 10 relevant studies that investigated the value of PET/
CT radiomic features in the prediction of
therapy response in esophageal cancer
(11–18,25,26). The study by Van Rossum et al (11) was, to our knowledge, the
only study that performed quantitative
18
F-FDG PET from pre-NCRT and postNCRT 18F-FDG PET, classified response
990

as complete (absence of viable tumor
tissue) versus incomplete (any grade of
residual tumor tissue), and performed a
univariable logistic regression analysis.
Consistent with our results, Van Rossum
et al reported that the post-NCRT radiomic features joint maximum, joint entropy, sum entropy, and angular second
moment were significant at univariable
logistic regression analysis. However, inverse variance was reported as nonsignificant and median absolute deviation
was not analyzed. They proposed four
multivariable prediction models, of which
the prediction model exhibiting the highest discriminatory accuracy consisted of
10 different clinical and (subjective and
quantitative) 18F-FDG PET parameters.
Their model contained substantially more
variables and hence was more complex,
and their model exhibited a slightly
lower optimism-corrected area under the

receiver operating characteristic curve of
0.77 compared with 0.81 of our proposed
prediction model.
Though promising, the use of radiomics to select patients for different
treatment strategies on the basis of identification of response is still not practicable because of numerous unsolved problems and the complexity of data. There
is a significant lack of standardization
including the use of different scanners
and image acquisition protocols among
hospitals and different feature extraction workflows, which could lead to a
large variability in radiomic features
(27). Moreover, not all textural features
are deemed stable enough with respect
to the effect of different devices and delineation variation. The study by Hatt
et al (28) showed that robust radiomic
features for delineation variation included joint entropy, inverse difference,
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dissimilarity, and zone percentage; however, they assessed a limited number of
radiomic features. Therefore, our study
tested the effect of delineation variation on all studied radiomic features by
creating multiple artificial tumor delineations. Our results were generally consistent with the study by Hatt et al. PostNCRT tumor delineation is complicated
in complete responders because of the
absence of viable tumor tissue. In those
patients, the baseline tumor delineation
was registered with the restaging PET
and the original tumor dimensions were
retained. Moreover, localization of the
tumor at restaging PET can be difficult
because the metabolically active area is
often contaminated with NCRT-induced
esophagitis.
A shortcoming of our study was the
lack of a patient cohort for external validation. However, verification of the proposed prediction models requires large
cohorts of homogeneously staged and
treated patients. Another key factor that
hampers clinical implementation of the
proposed prediction model is that there
is limited information regarding the repeatability of the proposed radiomic features. In one of the few studies regarding
this subject, Tixier et al (29) compared
textural features of double-baseline 18FFDG PET scans and found that joint
entropy exhibited a high reproducibility,
whereas angular second moment was
characterized by lower reproducibility.
Joint maximum, median absolute deviation, sum entropy, and inverse variance
were not evaluated.
In summary, higher post-NCRT 18FFDG PET orderliness measured by joint
maximum increased the probability for
achieving pathologic complete response
after NCRT in patients with esophageal
cancer. In this study, a prediction model
composed of clinical T-stage and postNCRT joint maximum seemed to add
important information to the visual PET/
CT evaluation to guide eventual omission
of surgery for patients who achieve a
pathologic complete response.
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